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Abstract 
We present a bottom-up operational procedure for computing well-founded models of 
allowed programs with negation. This procedure provides a practical method of handling 
programs that involve unstratified negation in a manner that may be mixed with other 
evaluation approaches, such as semi-naive evaluation and various program transformations. 
We define classes of programs and sideways information of passing strategies (sips) for which 
the magic sets transformation preserves well-founded models with respect o the query. The 
classes of programs and sips we consider strictly subsume those already considered in the 
literature, and include stratified programs (with any choice of sips), left-to-right modularly 
stratified programs (with left-to-right sips) and arbitrary programs (with well-founded sips). For 
these programs and sips, our procedure for computing well-founded models is applicable to the 
rewritten programs, thus allowing increased efficiency of specializing a program for a query. 
Finally, we describe an extension of our bottom-up operational procedure that operates on 
the magic sets transformation of arbitrary programs with arbitrary sips, and computes query 
answers with respect o the well-founded models of the original program. 
1. Introduction 
The idea of using predicate logic as a database language, that is a deductioe 
database, has been around for more than a decade [18]. It has several advantages. 
l One can naturally view in logical (declarative) terms several database concepts of 
interest to users: queries, views, integrity constraints, as well as the data in the 
database itself. This allows the database to present a single unified interface to its 
users that is concise and well defined. 
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Deductive databases provide more expressive power than most relational 
databases. In relational terms, they can naturally represent non-first-normal-form 
relations, and allow recursive view definition (this is useful when dealing with 
connectedness and bill-of-materials problems, for instance). 
It is easy to embed a programming interface to a deductive database in a general- 
purpose (imperative) logic programming language such as Prolog, thus simplifying 
the process of writing application programs. Prolog suits many of the problem 
domains that need the extra expressive power of deductive databases. As for 
applications that are not suited to Prolog, it is not harder to access a deductive 
database from a C, C+ + or COBOL program than it is to access a relational 
database from those languages. 
The intuitive semantics for logic programs without negation is well understood, but 
when negation is introduced, the intended meaning of a program becomes less clear. 
Consider the following definition (adapted from the second example in [19]) of the 
predicative win. 
win(X) c move (X, Y), i win ( Y). 
Its intuitive meaning is that X is a winning position iff some move from X leads to 
a nonwinning position. If move represents an acyclic graph, then every position is 
either a winner or a loser, i.e., it has a two-valued intuitive model. For example, if the 
relation for move is {move (a, b), move@, c), move (c, d), move (d, e)} then the intuitive 
model gives {-I win(e), win(d), 1 win(c), win(b), 1 win(a)}. 
A number of proposals for the semantics of programs involving negation agree with 
this intuitive model of the program. The most established of these are the stable model 
semantics [19] and the well-founded semantics [46]. If however the move relation 
contains cycles, then these two semantic approaches no longer agree on the meaning 
of the program. For example, adding the extra edge move(c, a) leaves the program 
without a stable model. However, since the well-founded semantics is a (unique) 
three-valued semantics it can still assign truth values of those positions and that are in 
no way affected by the cycle and make the others undefined; in other words, it 
degrades gracefully. With the extra edge move(c,a), the well-founded model makes 
win(a), win(b), and win(c) undefined, but 1 win(e), and win(d) still hold. As a conse- 
quence, the well founded semantics is the desired choice of semantics of negation for 
deductive databases.’ 
Bottom-up evaluation is an efficient technique for data intensive logic programs 
- programs with considerably morefucts (unit clauses) than rules, and there are well 
understood (and implemented) bottom-up techniques for evaluating negation-free 
programs. However, much less is known about the bottom-up computation of the 
well-founded semantics of arbitrary programs with negation.’ Our approach to 
‘The stable semantics is investigated as a semantics for deductive databases in [l 11. 
‘Several bottom-up evaluation techniques are known for restricted classes of programs with negation, such 
as stratified programs ([4], for instance) and left-to-right modularly stratified programs [36,38]. 
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computing the well-founded model of a program, the doubled program approach, which 
is based on Van Gelder’s “alternating fixpoint” characterization of the well-founded 
model semantics [45], uses definite (negation-free) versions of the program at each step 
of the bottom-up computation. This makes many of the existing bottom-up evaluation 
techniques for definite programs till applicable. These techniques include differential, or 
semi-naive valuation and its variants [S, 6, lo], and various program transformations. 
One of the main optimizations performed by a bottom-up query evaluation is the 
specialization of the program with respect to the query so that the evaluation will 
generate only tuples that are in some way “relevant” to answering the query. A common 
specialization technique is the magic sets transformation (see, for example, [9]), which is 
used to imitate top-down computations using bottom-up computation. After the 
transformation has been performed, bottom-up techniques can be applied to evaluate 
the transformed program. When the program is data-intensive, this approach is poten- 
tially much more efficient han the top-down techniques employed by Prolog systems. 
While this approach is sound and complete with respect to the query (i.e., it 
computes only correct answers and all correct answers to the query) for negative-free 
programs, we show that for an arbitrary program with negation, the well-founded 
model of the magic sets transformed program can contain different answers to the 
query than the well-founded model of the original program. We then describe classes 
of programs and sips (“sideways information passing strategy” for guiding the magic 
set transformation) that ensure that the magic sets of the program are two-valued, and 
this in turn ensures that the well-founded model of the program is preserved with 
respect o the query, in the transformed program. The classes of programs and sips we 
consider strictly subsume those already considered in the literature. We prove that the 
magic sets transformation of a left-to-right modularly stratified program with left-to- 
right sips preserves the program’s well-founded model with respect o the query. As 
a corollary, it follows that the magic sets transformation of stratified and locally 
stratified programs with arbitrary sips preserves the programs’s well-founded model 
with respect o the query. We identify natural sufficient conditions on a program’s ips 
that allow the magic sets transformation of arbitrary programs to have the same 
well-founded model (with respect o the query) as the original program. In all such 
cases, our bottom-up evaluation method for computing well-founded models could be 
used to evaluate the magic program and compute the desired answers to the query. 
Finally, we tackle the program of query evaluation on arbitrary programs with 
arbitrary sips. By giving special treatment o the magic set predicates, we enhance our 
bottom-up operational procedure so that answers returned by the procedure (on the 
transformed program) are correct with respect o the query on the original program, 
regardless of the sips used. We achieve this by observing that, as long as the truth 
values of the magic atoms are always over-estimated, the alternating fixpoint compu- 
tation will only make correct derivations of the nonmagic atoms. 
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows. 
l We present a bottom-up procedure for computing the (three-valued) well-founded 
model of allowed programs. 
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l We identify natural classes of programs and sips such that the magic sets trans- 
formation preserves well-founded models of the program with respect o the query. 
l We extend our well-founded model computation procedure so that it will compute 
correct answers to the query using the magic sets transformed program for arbit- 
rary sips. If the program is also function-free, then the procedure is guaranteed to 
terminate. 
Besides the bottom-up evaluation approaches that we focus on in this paper, there 
are other “memoing” techniques for computing answers (see, for example, [16, 40, 
573); these techniques perform almost the same computation as is done by combining 
the magic sets transformation with a differential evaluation [13]. An advantage that 
the magic sets transformation has over these other approaches is that it is easily 
combined with many other efficiency enhancing techniques. This includes other 
source to source transformations uch as constraint propagation [ZO, 22,31,39], and 
various extensions to the differential techniques uch as rule and predicate ordering 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give some 
preliminary notation and results. In Section 3 we informally introduce our bottom-up 
method for computing the well-founded model of a normal program using the 
doubled program. In Section 4 we prove the correctness of the doubled program 
method and discuss simple optimizations. In Section 5 we discuss the magic sets 
transformation and its effect on the well-founded model of a normal program. In 
Section 6 we introduce a query directed evaluation method based on magic sets which 
is always correct with respect o the original program. In Section 7 we compare the 
evaluation method with other approaches to computing well-founded models. Finally 
in Section 8 we indicate directions for future research. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume familiarity with logic programming terminology (see [28]). The ulpha- 
bet of a language contains an (countably) infinite number of variables (often denoted 
by u, u, w, x, y or z); a finite number of constants (often denoted by a, b or c); a finite 
number of functions of various arities; a finite number of predicates of various urities 
(often denoted by p, q, r, s or t). 
Variables and constants are terms. If f is an n-ary function, and tr , . . . , t, are terms, 
then f(ti,..., t.) is a term. If p is an n-ary predicate, and ti, . . . . t, are terms, then 
P(t 1, . . . , t.) is an atom (p is referred to as the predicate of the atom). If q is an atom, 
then both q and 1 q are liter& - q is a positive literal and 1 q a negative literal. If q is 
an atom, and po, . . ..p” are literals, then 
is a normal rule (usually called a program rule or simply a rule). For the purposes of 
this paper, a program is a set of normal rules. 
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Terms literals, and rules are expressions. An expression is ground if it does not 
contain any variables. 
The Herbrand universe H U, of a language L is the set of all ground terms which can 
be formed out of the constants and functions of L (we add a constant if L has none). 
The Herbrand base HBL of a language L is the set of all ground atoms which can be 
formed using the predicates of L with ground terms from HUL. We use the normal 
convention of referring to the Herbrand base and universe of a program P (HU, and 
HBp) - these being the Herbrand base and universe of the language consisting of the 
constants, functions, and predicates that occur in P. 
A (two-valued) interpretation consists of a (nonempty) domain D, an assignment to 
elements of D for each constant, a mapping from D” to D for each n-ary function, and 
a relation on D” for each n-ary predicate. We normally only consider Herbrand 
interpretations where the domain is the Herbrand universe HU,, constants are 
mapped to “themselves” in HU,, and the mapping for an n-ary function f is 
(r 1, . . .r.)+ f(r1, . ..> t,). Indeed, we can represent an Herbrand interpretation as 
a subset of the Herbrand base. A three-valued Herbrand interpretation is a set of 
ground literals I, such that each element of Z is either an element of, or the negation of 
an element of the Herbrand base, and for each positive literal p in I, the negative literal 
ip is not in I. 
From now on we only consider Herbrand interpretations. 
A variable assignment for a language L with respect to an interpretation I is an 
assignment to the elements of the domain of I for each variable of L. An instance of an 
expression is a re-writing of the expression with variables replaced using a single 
variable assignment. 
A two-valued interpretation Z models a ground atom p (denoted Z+ p) if p E 1. 
A two-valued interpretation Z models a ground negative literal lp (denoted Zk lp) 
if p 4 I. A three-valued interpretation Z models a ground literal p (positive or negative) 
if p E I. An interpretation (two- or three-valued) models a ground rule p t ql, . . . , q,, if 
either p E I, or Z &qi for some 1 < i < n. A two-valued or three-valued interpretation 
Z is a two-valued model or three-valued model (respectively) of a program P, if 
Z models every ground instance of the rules of P. 
Usually, we will assume all programs are function free. There are no algorithms that 
are guaranteed to effectively compute the well-founded model of a program contain- 
ing function symbols. However, for programs on which our procedures do terminate, 
including some programs containing function symbols, it is the well-founded model 
that is computed. 
If p is a positive literal (atom) then 1 .pds lp. If q is a negative literal lp then 
1 .qdg p. If A is a set of literals then let 1 .A be the set of literals (1 .a 1 a E A}. 
Definition 1. The predicate call graph of a program P is a graph where the nodes 
labelled by predicate symbols of P, and edges are defined as follows. The graph has for 
each rule in P 
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an arc labelled 0 from the predicate of a to the predicate o each qi and an arc labelled 
1 from a to the predicate of each pj. 
The atom cull graph of a program P has nodes labelled by elements of the Hebrand 
base of P and edges defined as follows. For each ground instance rule in P 
there is an arc labelled 0 from a to each qi and an arc labelled 1 from a to each pj. 
A strongly connected component (SCC) of the predicate or atom call graph of 
a program P is positioe if there are no arcs labelled 1 with both endpoints in the SCC. 
Definition 2. For a monotonic operator G that maps sets of literals to set of literals we 
define G T CI as follows: 
GfO=‘ij, 
GTE = WGTP), where CI is a successor ordinal, GI = B + 1, 
GTcl= UGTB, where CI is a limit ordinal. 
B<@ 
Note that Ifp(G) = G 7 CI for some a. 
For a monotonic operator G that map subsets of the Herbrand base of P (HB,) to 
subsets of the Herbrand base of P we define G 1 c1 as follows: 
GJO = HB,, 
GYM = G(GlB), where CI is a successor ordinal, CI = /I + 1, 
Glcr= r)GlA where a is a limit ordinal. 
8<# 
Similarly, gfp(G) for some a. 
Definition 3. The Tp operator was introduced by Van Emden and Kowalski [43] to 
describe the semantics of programs without negation. We extend the definition of the 
Tp operator as follows: let M be a set of atoms. 
TP(M)U) = { I h a w ere there is a ground instance of a clause in P 
u+ 41 , . . . . q,,, lpl, . . . . lpr such that Vl < i ,< n, qi E I and 
Vl < j ,< r, pj$ M). 
Essentially, we do not infer new negative information using Tp, but we allow the use 
of fixed negative information, the complement of M, in inferring positive information. 
Lemma 1. T,(M)(I) is monotonic and continuous on Ijbr al2 M. Tp(M)Tw is the least 
Jixpoint of T,(M). 
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Proof. Essentially the same as the proof for T, [28]. 0 
We produce the definition of the well-founded semantics [46]. 
Definition 4. Define an unfounded set (of P) with respect o Tu -I * F as a set of atoms 
A such that, for each a E A and each ground instance of a rule in P of the form 
a + 41, . . ..%nYlPl. . . ..lPr 
either (i) there exists qi E F or pj E T, or (ii) there exists qi E A. 
Let U,(T u -I .F) be the greatest unfounded set with respect o T u 1 .F (that is, 
U,(T u -I .F) is the union of all unfounded sets w.r.t Tu 1. F). 
Definition 5. 
W,(Tul.Ffg T,(F)(T)ul.U,(Tul.F). 
Note that UP is monotonic, and so is W,. Hence, the least fixpoint W, is W: = W, r u 
for some ordinal a. 
The well-founded model of a program P is given by the least fixpoint W$ of the 
operator W,. 
We give a slightly different formulation from that of [45], closer to that of [Q of the 
alternating fixpoint A$ of a program P, which makes the connection with the doubled 
program (our technique for computing three-valued well-founded models, described 
in Section 4) clearer. 
Fp(T) dZf Tp(T)fw, 
F;( T$ FdFdT)), 
A,*dz Ifp(F;) u 1 .(HBp - dp(F;)). 
Note that Fp is anti-monotonic and F: is monotonic, hence the least and greater 
fixpoints exist. 
Theorem 1 (Van Gelder [45]). 7% e well-founded model of P, W;, and the alternating 
Jixpoint model of P, Ap* are identical. 
The following results follow from the anti-monotonicity of Fp. 
Lemma 2. 
(a) Fs t a c F,(F: 1 a) E F$ t (c( + 1). 
(b) F; 1 tl 2 F,(F; t a) 2 F: 1 (N + 1). 
(c) F;fas F;l/?. 
(4 FdMF:)) = h(F:). 
(4 F~(d4Fi)) = ti(F$). 
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3. The doubled program 
Given a program P, the doubled program D(P) is defined as follows. First, we 
replace each atom ~$5) appearing in a negative literal in the original program by p’(g) 
where p’ does not appear in P. Then we double the entire program and in the copy 
replace atoms p(g) everywhere by p’(S) and vice versa. 
The doubled program transformation has been used before [17, 481 because it 
ensures the resulting program has a consistent (two-valued) completion. The use here 
is different, we treat the two halves of the program separately, rather than as a single 
program. 
We compute the well-founded model of P using the two halves of the doubled 
program. One half (the rules defining the unprimed predicates) computes the true facts 
while the other half (the rules defining the primed predicates) computes the comp- 
lement of the false facts. Each half program is positive if we consider the negated 
predicates to be fixed. Hence we can compute the fixpoint of each half program using 
standard bottom-up techniques for programs without negation. The following 
example illustrates this technique. 
Example 1. Consider the following (modified) program P from Ross [38]. The 
program is not modularly stratified but does have a two-valued well-founded model. 
P(X) + t(X, Y,Z), lP(Y), lP(Z). 
P(b) + 1 r(a). 
Na, a, b). 
t(a, b, 4. 
The doubled program D(P) is given by 
P(X) + tw, K Z), lP’( Y), lP’(Z). 
p(b) c 1 r’(a). 
t(a, a, b). 
t(a, b, a). 
P’(X) + t’W, y, a, lP( n lP(Z). 
p’(b) c 1 r(a). 
t’(a, a, b). 
t’(a, b, a). 
The two-valued well-founded model of P is computed using the following proced- 
ure. The procedure incrementally computes the dejinitely true facts using the un- 
primed predicates and the not dejinitelyfalse (or possibly true) facts using the primed 
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predicates as follows: 
1. Making the assumption that all primed facts are true in the unprimed program, we 
first compute the model of the unprimed predicates as r1 = {t(a,a,b), t(a, b,a)}. 
2. Using this as our basis for the definition of p( ), r( ), t() in the primed program, we 
compute the model of the primed predicates as U2 = { t’(a, a, b), t’(a, b, a), p’(u), p’(b)}. 
3. If we again compute the model of the unprimed predicates, we obtain 
T3 = (r(u, 0, b), ~(a, b, a), p(b)}. 
4. If we then compute the model of the primed predicates we obtain 
U3 = {~‘(a, , b), t’(a, b, a), p’(b)}, and we have reached a fixpoint. 
The correctness of the method follows from the observation that we compute 
dejinitely true (unprimed) facts by using already computed definitely false facts (the 
complement of the primed predicates). Thus our inferences are correct. Similarly, since 
we compute the not definitely false (primed) facts exhaustively, that, is, we compute 
every fact that may be true (or not false) given the true unprimed facts we know 
already, the facts in the complement of this set are definitely false. This method is an 
implementation of the alternating fixpoint semantics of Van Gelder [45]. 
4. Evaluation of well-founded models 
In this section, we describe in detail the evaluation method for computing the 
well-founded model of a program using the doubled program. We concentrate on 
allowed DATALOG programs with negation (DATALOG’). A program is allowed 
if in each clause every variable appearing in the clause appears in a positive body 
literal. This restriction guarantees that during evaluation we never need to explicitly 
find the complement of a relation. It can be lifted provided we allow taking of 
complements. The following algorithm will give correct answers for allowed logic 
programs (with function symbols) if the procedure terminates.3 
Our aim in computing the well-founded model of a program is to calculate the two 
sets T and F corresponding to the (in general, partial) well-founded model. The 
doubled program D(P) always computes negative information in a complementary 
fashion, i.e., it computes the complement of the deJnitelyfulse (or F) facts. Allowed 
programs ensure that evaluation of rules with negative literals in the body can be 
handled by subtraction (wrt the positive body literals). In Example 1, the evaluation of 
the first rule of D(P) can be achieved by subtracting from the tuples t(X, Y,Z) the 
tuples with Y or Z values in p’. Thus, we never need to explicitly use the false set F, and 
we may store and manipulate the negative facts through their complement HBP - F, 
where HBp is the Herbrand base of P. 
jMagic sets and other transformations for a particular query often produce a logic program with 
terminating behaviour even when the original program does not terminate. They also can produce allowed 
programs from from nonallowed original programs. 
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The doubled program algorithm incrementally computes true facts, alternating it 
with the computation of the complement of the false facts, in a sequence of the form 
T,,U,=(HB,-F,), T3,U‘$=(HZ?p-F‘$),... Since both T and Fi are monotoni- 
cally increasing, it is clear that the area z (in Fig. 1) is a subset of both 
U,+l = (HBp - F,+l) and T+2. Thus, we can improve the efficiency of computing 
vi+1 = (HBp - Fi+l) and Ti+z by using Ti as the initial set of facts. This in effect 
means all true facts may be computed in a differential fashion. The complement of the 
false facts is computed in a partially differential fashion, in the sense that we do not 
recompute parts of Ui+ 1 that are in 7;. Unfortunately we cannot avoid the regenera- 
tion process because the sets Uj = (HBp - Fj) we decreasing, but are calculated in an 
increasing manner. 
Let E be the extensional database (EDB) predicates of the program, and I be the 
intensional database (IDB) predicates. Given a three-valued interpretation 
E + u 1 *(HBE - E -) for the EDB predicates, we calculate the three-valued inter- 
pretation I + u 1 .(HB1 - Z -) of the IDB predicates pj, 1 < j < m defined in this 
program using the algorithm in Fig. 2. 
Intuitively, a call to bottom_up(RuEes’, Rules’, IpI”, EP, E”) is a straightforward 
bottom-up calculation of the least fixpoint of the program given by Rules’ u Rules’, 
where the meaning of negative literals appearing in the rules is given by E” u I”, and 
EP u Zp are taken as (previously computed) facts. This is a positive program with fixed 
negative information and hence is well understood. The algorithm bottom-up0 
tries to avoid repeating as much calculation as possible. The rules in Rules’ are applied 
only once. If these rules do not generate any new facts (i.e., do not generate any facts 
not already in I”), then the call returns immediately. The new facts from recursive 
rules (Rules’) are determined in a differential manner, using the union of Zp and the 
facts generated by Rules’ as a starting point (rather than starting with the empty set 
again). 
Theorem 2 (Correctness). Let P be an allowed program, let E ’ u 1 ‘(HBE - E-) be 
the well-founded partial model of the EDB predicates, E, of P. Then, if procedure shown 
in Fig. 2 terminates, it computes the well-founded partial model of P, 





. . . 
; .._......__. 
T ZCZ 
Fig. 1. C, Fi+l. Tc+~, Fi+3. 
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Rules0 := rules in P involving no IDB literals in the body 
Rules- := rules in P involving only negative IDB literals in the body 
Rules’ := rules in P involving only positive IDB literals in the body 
Rules * := rules in P - Rules- - Rules+ - Rules’ 
E +, HBE - E - := true and false tuples in the well-founded partial model of EDB 
predicates 




% % Calculate Z - = HBr - Fi + 1 
Z~:=bottom_up(Rules~uRules~uRules*,Rules~uRules*,Z~uZ~,Z~,E~,EC) 
I,‘:= If 
% % Calculate Z + = c + 2 
If:= bottom_up(Rules-uRules*,Rules~uRulesi,Z~,Z-,E+,E-) 
until I+ = I,+ 
Fig. 2. Calculating the well-founded partial model of a single SCC. 
Proof. If M is an interpretation let M[E] be the subset of M whose predicates are in 
E. Clearly the well-founded model of P agrees with E + u -I $H& - E- ) on the EDB 
predicates, and hence E + = Efp(Fs)[E] and E- = gfp(Fs)[E]. We show that at 
each stage in the procedure Z + u E + E Ifp(F$) and Z - u E - 2 gjj~(Fs) and at the 
limit I+ u E+ =Efp(Fji) and Z-WE--dp(Fs). Hence W,*=Z+uE+u 
ljHZ3, - I-)ul$H& - E-). 
First, note that bottom_up(Rules’, Rules’, Zp, I”, EP, E”) correctly computes the IDB 
tuples in ~~~~~~~~ Rules'uF,vl,(~"u E”) f w, under the condition that applying Rules’ 
always generates new tuples if Rules’u Rules’. This follows from the correctness of 
differential evaluation for positive programs. For the calls to bottom-up in the 
procedure, the precondition can easily be seen to hold. 
Consider the initial computation of Z + = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ “E+(E -) t o 
Ifp(G) = ~&Ihw)) 
2 FP(HBI u E-) (since gfp(F$) c HBI u E-) 
= TP,vE+(HBIu E-) t w (because T,,(E-) t co = Ef) 
= TRUM' v Rules+ u E+ (Hb U E - ) t 0 
(since HBI prevents any rule with negative IDB literals 
from producing tuples) 
= T~um'vRu~es+ VI+ VE+@-) r 0 
(since none of these rules contain negative IDB literals). 
Hence Z + u E+ E Ifp(F$). 
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Consider the code inside the loop. The calculation of 
I- = T Rules-uRules*uRules+uI+ul,vE- (z+uE+)tw. 
Note that I + u E + c Ifp(F;) s SlfP(F$). 
dp(FS) = Fdlb(F3) 
= T P,UE-(Z+ u E+) t o (because T&E+) t o = E-) 
= T Rules- u Rules* v Rules+ u 1,~ E -(Z+uE+)fw 
(since Z; = ~u~es” v Rules+ u E- (E + ) t 0) 
=T Rules- u Rules* u Rules+ u I + u 1; u E- (Z+uE+)fo 
(since I+ 5 Ifp(Fs) c dp(F:) 
c T~ules-vRules*vRules+vI,vE -(Z+uE+)to) 
=I-uE-. 
Hence Z - u E - 2 gfp(F$). 
The calculation of Z + = T Rules-“Rules* vRules+vr,+u~+(~-~E-)t~~ Note that 
I- u E - 2 dp(F:) and IO+ u E + c Ifp(F$). Let Z; denote the previous value of Z - ; 
during the first iteration, Z; is the empty set, and during subsequent interactions, Zp is 
the value of Z - at the end the previous iteration. 
Ifp(G4 = Ft4dP(F3) 
2 F,(Z- u E-) (since I- uE- 2 tip@‘:)) 
= TprUE+(Z- u E-) t o (because T,,(E-) t o = E+) 
= TRules~vRulesiuRules+uI,+vE+(z- UE-) t W 
(since I: 2 TR~~~~o~E+(E-) f o and 
Z,’ = TP,~E+ (Z;uE-)to~ T,,,,+(Z-uE-)tosinceZ; ?I-) 
=Z+uE+. 
Hence Z + u E + E Ifp(Fs). 
If the loop terminates we have that Z + u E + = Fp(Z - u E -) and Z - u E - = 
Fp(Z + u E ‘). Thus Z + u E + is a fixpoint of F’: and, since Z + u E + E Ifp(Fi), it is the 
least fixpoint. Similarly Z - u E - is the greatest fixpoint. q 
The well-founded model of a program can also be computed KC by SCC. The 
above algorithm for computing the well-founded model of a program can be used to 
evaluate the predicates in a single strongly connected component of the predicate call 
graph. We can evaluate the predicates in the lower SCCs independently and use their 
values (unchanged throughout further computation) to compute this component. 
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If an XC does not contain any recursion through negation then the procedure for 
computing the well-founded model of the SCC collapses to semi-naive valuation; the 
third and fourth calls to bottom-up< > return immediately. Also note that the compu- 
tation of a strongly connected component using this approach may be combined with 
other computation methods for strongly connected components, and we can write 
bottom-up0 to evaluate in any manner applicable to programs with recursion (e.g., 
predicate-ordered semi-naive valuation [35]). 
5. Magic sets transformations 
Magic sets transformation are used to imitate top-down computations using 
bottom-up computation. The major advantage they provide is that they allow 
a bottom-up computation to be specialized with respect o the query, thus improving 
the efficiency of answering queries. In this section we investigate how magic sets 
transformations interact with the well-founded models of a program. The results 
herein are independent of any particular method for computing well-founded models. 
First, we review the concepts of sideways information passing strategies (sips) and 
the magic sets transformation. Further details and explanations of these concepts can 
be found in [9]. 
An argument of a literal in a rule is considered to be bound if that argument is 
bound to a constant in the evaluation under consideration. Intuitively, for a rule of 
a program, a sip represents adecision about the order in which the literals of the rule 
are to be evaluated when a given set of head arguments is known to be bound; 
different sips can be chosen for each head binding pattern. 
Definition 6. Let R be a rule, and P,, be the head literal restricted to the set of bound 
arguments. Let Lits(R) be the set of literals in the body of R. A sideways information 
passing strategy (sips) for rule R is a labelled graph that satisfies the following 
conditions: 
1. Each node is either a subset or a member of Lits(R) u {ph). 
2. Each arc is of the form N +X q, where N is a subset of Lits(R) u {ph}, q is a member 
of Us(R), and x is a set of variables, such that each variable of x appears in q, and 
in some argument of member of N. 
3. There exists a partial ordering of the literals in Lits(R) u {p,,} such that: (a) p,, is 
first, (b) for each arc, all the literals in its left-hand side precede the literal at its 
right-hand side, and (c) the literals that do not appear in the sips follow all others. 
A sips for a program consists of a sips for each rule in the program. 
A binding pattern, or adornment, for an n-ary predicate p can be represented as 
a string a of length n on the alphabet {b, f}, where b stands for bound and S stands for 
free. At compile time, we can compute the binding patterns, also called adornments, 
for predicates that arise during the evaluation of a given query, for a given choice of 
sips. 
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Definition 7. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, and Q be a query of P. 
The adorned version of the program AP = Adorn(P, S, Q) is obtained as follows. 
1. For each derived predicate p, for each rule that has p as its head predicate and 
each adornment a for p, we construct a new adorned version of the rule. 
The predicate p in the head is replaced by the adorned predicate p”. A sip that 
matches p” is chosen from S. Next, each derived predicate in the body of the rule is 
replaced by an adorned version, obtained as follows.4 We replace the pi() by pfi() 
where an argument position in ai is marked bound when: 
l All variables, if any, in that position appear in the label of the sip arc entering the 
literal. 
The arguments of the literal in the new rule remain unchanged. 
We have thus replaced the original predicates and rules by a collection of adorned 
predicates and rules. 
2. We replace the query by an adorned version. If the query predicate is q, the 
actual query determines bindings for q, and we replace q by the appropriate adorned 
version. 
3. Finally, we eliminate adorned predicates and rules defining these predicates that 
are not reachable from the query in the predicate call graph. 
Intuitively, an adorned literal p”, corresponds to an evaluation of the predicate 
p with some arguments bound, and the other arguments free, as indicated by the 
adornment. 
Defintion 8. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, and Q be a query of P. 
The magic sets transformation results in a new program MP = Magic(P, S, Q) defined 







First, create an adorned version AP of P. 
Create a new predicate magic-p for each adorned predicate p in AP, where the 
arity of magic-p is the number of bound arguments in the adornment for p. 
For each rule in AP, add the modified version of the rule of PP. If a rule has head 
p(F), the modified version of this rule is obtained by adding the literal magic-p@*) 
to the body, where s”* is the set of bound argument position of S: 
For each rule R in AP with head p(g), and for each body literal q(t”) or 1 q(f), add 
a magic rule to MM. The head is magic_q(t”*). The body contains all the literals in 
the body of R that are in the tail of the sip arc in S with head q(2), except that if the 
tail contains the special literal p,, then it is replaced with magic-p(*). 
Create a seed fact magic_q(c”*) from the query Q and add it to MM. 
“For simplicity, we assume that the sip strategy S has at most one arc entering a given literal. The reader is 
referred to [9] for the general case. 
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The intuition behind the magic sets rewriting is to compute a set of auxiliary (magic) 
predicates that contain the goals. The rules in the program are then modified by 
attaching additional literals that act as filters and prevent the rule from generating 
irrelevant facts. 
For the remainder of the paper we shall assume that no original predicate appears 
with two different adornments. This assumption simplifies the proofs without loss of 
generality because it always holds of the adorned program AP (treating each adorned 
predicate as district), and clearly W& and W,* are equivalent with respect o the query. 
Lemma 3. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query of P, 
AP = Adorn(P, S, Q), and let AQ be the adorned version of Q. Then, for any ground 
substitution 0, 
Proof. Clearly the last step in the adornment process - the removal of rules defining 
predicates that are not reachable from the query - does not affect whether or not 
AQtl E Ifp(Fj,) and AQ0 E &(F&). Hence, without loss of generality, we can safely 
assume that this last step is ommited in the construction of AP. 
This enables us to prove the more general result that, for any ground atom 
P@Ir..., t,) and any adornment cc for p, 
PGl ,...,t,)~If~(j% ifl p”(tl,...,t,)EIfp(FAZp) 
and 
P(t 1, . . . , t,) E afp(F$) iff p”(tI, . . . , t.) E dp(FL). 
Let I be a subset of HBp and let I’ be a subset of HBAp such that, for every ground 
atom p(tl , . . . , t,) E I and every possible adornment a of p, we have pLl(tl, . . . , t,) E I’. 
We prove by induction on i that 
PVI, *‘* 3 t,,)ET,(Z)rk iff pOL(tl,...,tJETPA(Z’)fk. 
Clearly this holds for k = 0. 
For the induction step, suppose that p(t,, . . . , t,) E T,(Z) r k + 1. There must be 
a ground instance of a rule in P 
P@l ,...,tn)~91,...,4*n,~P1,...,lP~, 
such that for 1 < j < q., qj E T,(Z) t k and 1 < j < p., pj $ I. Furthermore, there must 
be a ground instance of a rule in AP identical to this rule except that the head is 
adorned with CI and each of the body literals are adorned: 
p”(t I)...) t,)cq{‘,..., q$,lp;‘)...) 1pzn, 
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By the induction hypothesis, it follows that for 1 $ j d qn each q5$’ E T&I’) t k and, 
from the precondition, for 1 Q j < pnr pj’ $ I’. 
Hence p”(ti , . . . , tn) E T,,(Z’) 7 k + 1. 
In a similar way, it follows that 
P@l,..., t,) E T,(I) t k + 1 only if p”(tr , . . . , t,) E TAP(Z)) t k + 1. 
Clearly, it also follows that 
PO 1, . . . , t,) E F,(Z) iff Pd(tl, . . . , tn) E F&I’). 
Hence, it is easy to show by induction that 
P@ 1,...,4J~MF3 iff ~“(t~,...,t,)Elfp(F:p) 
and 
P@l,..., t,) E ti(Fi) iff P’(~I, . . . ,4J E gAp(FL). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
In subsequent examples, when the adornment for a literal is obvious from the sip 
strategy selected, we often omit the adornment from the literals for simplicity. 
5.1. Soundness 
Ideally, we would like a program P that has been magic sets transformed with 
respect to some query Q (giving magic program MP) to have an equivalent well- 
founded model with respect o Q for arbitrary sips. But this is not always the case, as 
shown in the following example. 
Example 2. Consider the following program: 
p(u) + q(u), -I r(u). 
q(u) + -l p(u). 
r(u). 
Its (two-valued) well-founded model is clearly {r(u),-~p(u), q(u)). But it we choose the 
complete left-to-right sips, with respect o the query q(u), we get the magic program 
p(u) + magic-p(u), q(u), 1 r(u). 
q(u)+ magic-q(u),-lp(u). 
r(u) c magic _ r(u). 
magic-q(u). 
magic-q(u) + magic-p(u). 
magic-r(u) c magic-p(u), q(u). 
magic-p(u) t magic-q(u). 
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The well-founded model of this program is {magic-p(a), magic-q(a)}, which does not 
agree with the original program on the query q(u). 
The problem in the above example comes from the choice of sips. In the well- 
founded model construction, we must determine r(u) before we can infer -up, and 
up before q(u). However, because of the choice of sips, the magic program must 
determine q(u) before it can determine r(u). 
Although in the above example the magic transformed program does not agree with 
the original program on the query, it is sound in the sense that all inferences derived 
by the magic program about query (in this case none) are correct. We show that 
regardless of the sip used the magic sets transformation gives results that are sound 
with respect o the query. We prove the result using the alternating fixpoint character- 
ization of the well-founded semantics. 
We shall often abuse notation and use magic-q to refer to atom rnagic_p(sbl, . ..,sbk) 
where q is the literal (sl, . . . ,s,) or 1 p(sI, . . . ,s,) and bl, . . . . bk are the bound 
arguments of p’s annotation. We define a useful relation to simplify the proofs. If M, 
A and B are sets of atoms (including magic atoms) 
Lemma 4. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query of P and 
MP = Mugic(P, S, Q). If F is a set of ground atoms such that the following properties 
hold: gfp(FL,) G F, and gfp(Fs) L FF, then for all (nonmagic) atoms q, 
4 E &p(F) --f 4 E Ifp(G). 
Proof. From the antimonotonicity of FMP, it follows that FM(O) G FMMP(gJp(FkP)), 
and so by Lemma 2(d), it follows that FMMp(F) G Ifp(Fi,). 
We show that q E 7”p(F) 1 k + q E Efp(Fs) by induction on k. The base case (k = 0) 
is clearly true. 
Say q E T,,(F) t k + 1. There must be a ground instance of a rule in MP of the form 
4+ mWc-wl, . . ..pm. 
where magic-q E T’,(F) T k, and for each 1 < i < m, either pi is positive and 
pi E T,,(F) t k, or pi is a negative literal 1 r, and r $ F. The magic program MP will 
contain the ground instances of rules of the form:5 
mugic_pl t magic-q 
magic-p2 4- mugic_q,pl 
magic-p, + magic-p,pl, . . . . pm- 1 
5For simplicity, we assume complete left-to-right sips in many proofs. The arguments carry cover to any 
choice of sip strategy. 
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and therefore magic-p1 E T,,(F) t k + 1 c F,,(F) E Ifp(F$,) E gjj~(F$,) c F. If 
p1 is positive then p1 E T,,(F) 7 k, and by the induction hypothesis it follows that 
p1 E Ifp(Fs). If pi is negative (say 1 Y) then r 4 F. As magic-p, E F, it follows from the 
preconditions that r $ gfp(F$). Furthermore, since if pi is positive then 
p1 E T,,(F) f k, and if p1 is a negative literal lr, then r # F, it must be the case that 
magic-p2 E T,, t k + 1 E F. 
Continuing this reasoning, it follows that pi, pz, . . . ,p,,, are all elements of W,*. 
Therefore, q E lfp(Fi) since P has a ground instance of a rule of the form 
4’Pl,...,Pm. 
which complete the proof. Cl 
Lemma 5. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query of P and 
MP = Magic(P, S, Q). If T is a set of ground atoms such that the following properties 
hold T c lfp(F&r), andfor all normal (nonmagic) atoms q, ifq E T then q E lfp(F:), then 
for all &(Fi) 5 F,p~~jF~~(T). 
Proof. Suppose magic-q E F,,(T). We show that q E gfp(F$) --) q E FMp(T). From 
Lemma 2(d), q E CIJp(F$) implies that q E T,(lfp(F;)) 1 k for some integer k. We 
proceed by induction on k. 
The base case (k = 0) is clearly true. If q E T,(lfp(F:)) t k + 1, then there must be 
a rule in P of the form 
where for all 1 6 i < m, either pi is positive and pi E T,(Efp(F:)) t k, or pi is a negative 
literal -or, and r $ lfp(Fs). The program MP will contain the following rules 
magic-p, c magic-q 
magic-p, t magic_q,pl 
. . . 
magic-p, + magic_q,p,, . . . . pm_l 
magic-p, E FMp(T) since magic-q E FMP(T). If p1 is positive, then p1 E T,(lfp(F:)) 7 k, 
and so from the induction hypothesis it follows that p1 E F,,(T). If pl is the negative 
literal lr then r & Ifp(F:). It follows from the preconditions that r $ T (since 
r E T+ r E lfp(F$)). Therefore magic-p2 E F&T). 
Continuing this reasoning, it follows that for all 1 < i < m, either pi is positive and 
in F,,(T), or pi is a negative literal 1 r, such that r $ T. Therefore, q E FIMp( T) since 
MP contains the rule 
4+ magrc-q,pi, . . ..P~ 0 
Lemma 6. For all normal atoms q, q E Ifp(F&) + q E Ifp(F:). Alternately Ifp(F,&) 
~8fpcr:,,EfP(F;). 
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Proof. The statements are the same because of the nature of rules in MP. If a non- 
magic atom q in Ifp(F,&) then magic-q must also be in Efp(F,$,) G glp(F,&). We show 
that for normal atoms q E F’,& 7 c1 that q E Ifp(Fs) by induction on CI. The base and 
limit ordinal cases are clearly true. 
From the induction hypothesis and Lemma 5, it follows that for normal atoms 
r such that magic-r E F&F,&, 7 u.), if r # F,,(Fip 7 CC) then r $ gJp(Fj?). From 
Lemma 2(d), and the antimonotonicity of FMP, it follows that F&F&, t a) 2 
g$p(F,&,). Hence it follows from Lemma 4 that for all normal atoms q, if q E 
F&F&&, r CC)), then q E Ifp(Fs). Therefore, for all normal atoms q, 
qE:F&,Tcr+ l-qElfp(F;). cl 
Lemma 7. aft E~~(~:,) ti~(F&,). 
Proof. From Lemma 6, for all nonmagic atoms Ifp(FL,) G Ifp(Fi). Hence 
T = Ifp(FL,) satisfies the preconditions of Lemma 5. Now FMP(lfp(F&)) = dp(F&,) 
thus ti(F;) tdpvt,j gf~(F;,). 0 
Theorem 3 (Soundness). Let P be a program, S be any sip strategyfor P, Q be a query of 
P and MP = Magic(P, S, Q). If q E W$, and magic-q E W$, then q E W;. 
Proof. If magic-q E WL, then magic-q E lfp(Fi,) E dp(Fip). If q is a positive 
literal then q E W&, means q E Ifp(F&). By Lemma 6 q E lfp(Fp2) and hence q E W$. If 
q is a negative literal -or, then q E W* MP means r# gfp(F&). By Lemma 7 
r$gfp(&?) and hence qE W:. 0 
In particular for the query q since magic-q E W&, the magic program is sound 
with respect o the query. Of course Example 2 shows that the magic program may 
not be complete. 
5.2. Stratijied programs 
The difficulties in Example 2 arise in part because of the cycle involving negation in 
the atom call graph of the program: p(a) depends on q(a) depends negatively on 
1 p(a). When we remove the possibility of such cycles from programs we can prevent 
the above problem. 
Definition 9. A program P is stratijied if each of the SCCs of the its predicate call 
graph is positive. 
Stratified programs are an important subclass of programs since they may be 
evaluated in a bottom-up fashion using the same techniques as positive programs. But 
the magic sets transformation does not preserve stratification in general [4, lo]. 
Consider the following example. 
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Example 3. The following program is indended to compute pairs of nodes X and 
Y where, in a graph represented by the relation edge, there is path from X to Y but not 
in the reverse direction. 
p&(X, Y) 4- edge(X, Y). 
p&(X, Y) t edge(X, Z), path(Z, Y). 
nocyc(X, Y)+1path(Y,X),path(X, Y). 
The original program is stratified, but when we apply a magic set transformation 
using complete left-to-right sips for query nocyc(a, e) of the bb annotation we obtain 
the program 
puthbb(X, Y) + magic-puthbb(X, Y), edge(X, Y). 
puthbb(X, Y) + magic-puthbb(X, Y), edge(X, Z), puthbb(Z, Y). 
nocycbb(X, Y) c mugic_nocycbb(X, Y),iputhbb( Y, X),puthbb(X, Y). 
magic-nocycbb(u, e). 
mugic_puthbb(X, Y) t mugic_nocycbb(X, Y). 
mugic_pathbb(X, Y) c mugic_nocycbb(X, Y), lputhbb( Y, X). 
mugic_puthbb(Z, Y) c mugic_puthbb(X, Y), edge(X, Z). 
This program is no longer stratified since puthbb depends on mugic_puthbb which in 
turn depends on lputhbb. 
The problem of evaluating an unstratified magic program (obtained from a strat- 
ified program) has received considerable attention. Among the techniques to solve the 
problem are: predicate labelling [2,3], a magic sets interpreter [4], rule ordering [lo], 
and weak stratification [25]. As a consequence of the following result we have that 
any procedure for computing well-founded models can overcome the difficulties that 
arise when a magic sets transformation of a stratified program creates an unstratified 
program. In particular, or doubled program approach can be used to compute the 
desired answer set to the query by evaluating the (unstratified) magic program. 
Theorem 4. Let P be a stratified program and Q be a query. Let S be an arbitrary sip 
strategy. Then the well-founded models of Mugic(P, S, Q) and P agree on Q. 
Proof. This theorem is a corollary of Theorem 5 given in Section 5.3. Every stratified 
program is left-to-right modularly stratified for any ordering of body literals. I7 
5.3. Modulurly strut@ed programs 
The class of modularly stratified programs was defined by Ross in [38]. This class 
includes the class of locally stratified programs 1341. 
Definition 10. Define the binary relation >P over the strongly connected components 
of the atom call graph of a program P such that A >p B if there is a path from an atom 
in A to an atom in B that contains at least one edge labelled 1. 
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A program P, is locally strati$ed, if the strongly connected components of the atom 
call graph for P are positive, and >p is well founded - that is, there is no infinite 
decreasing sequence of strongly connected components So >p S1 >p S2, ... . 
Definition 11. Define the ground program P/M, for partial interpretation M, as the 
program obtained by taking every ground instance of a clause in P and removing all 
literals that are true in M, and removing all literals that are true in M, and removing 
all clauses that contain a literal false in M. 
A program P is modularly stratiJed if for each SCC, it is the case that the strictly 
lower SCCs of P have a two-valued well-founded model M and the ground program 
R/M is locally stratified, where R is the set of rules defining the predicates in the SCC. 
Definition 12. A rule prejx of a rule R of the form 
P+-PI,..., PjrPj+l,...,Pm 
is a rule of the form 
where 0 < j < m. A rule prefix program of P is a program P’ which contains a subset of 
the rule prefixes of P. 
Definition 13. A program is left-to-right modularly stratified if every rule prefix 
program of P is modularly stratified. Note it is always possible to change the order of 
literals in a modularly stratified program to obtain a left-to-right modularly stratified 
program. 
Ross defines a bottom-up scheme for computing the well-founded models of 
modularly stratified programs. This scheme uses modal operators and meta-level 
predicates and appears quite difficult to implement efficienctly - efficienctly imple- 
menting subsumption checks being just one problem. Ross extends the scheme to 
incorporate a magic sets like modification of the program for complete left-to-right 
sips. He does not show, however, that the magic sets transformed program has in fact 
the same well-founded model as the original program for the transformation she 
considers. Instead he proves that a modified version of this procedure obtains we 
well-founded model of the original program. 
We show that modularly stratified programs have their well-founded models 
preserved under magic sets transformations for left-to-right sips. Thus the computa- 
tion method we describe can be used on magic sets transformed versions of modularly 
stratified programs. 
Definition 14. A sip for rule R is left-to-right if for each arc in the sip of the form 
IQ 1,...,Qm)-,{x,,...,x,~L, 
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each Qi appears to the left of L in the rule R. A sip strategy S is left-to-right if it chooses 
left-to-right sips for each rule in the program. 
Lemma 8. If program P is left-to-right modularly stratified then for each SCC of 
P involving rules R, with well-founded model M for the lower SCCs there exists 
a maximal stratification6 AO, A r, . . . ,A, of the ground instances of predicates in the 
XC such that, for each rule prefix program R’ of R the program R’IM satisfies the 
property: Each rule whose head is in Ai only has negative body literals that are in 
A0 v * *. v Ai _ 1 and positive body literals in A0 v . . . v Ai. 
Proof. Take the rule prefix program of R, R2, containing all rule prefixes of R. R2/M 
contains every rule appearing in any program R’/M where R’ is a rule prefix program 
ofP.ThusthesetsofatomsA,,AI,,..., A, defined by the local strata of R2/M satisfies 
the required property. 0 
The following lemma states that the magic program is two-valued for the atoms 
that are of interest. 
Lemma 9. Let P be a left-to-right modularly stratified program, let S be a complete 
left-to-right sip strategy, let Q be a query and MP = Magic(P,S,Q). Zf 
magic-q E lfp(F&) and q E gfp(F&) then q E lfp(F,&). Alternately 
Proof. This proof has three levels of induction. The outermost induction is on the 
SCCs of the predicate call graph of P. These SCCs can be given an ordering SO, . . . , S, 
such that each Si does not depend on the SCCs that succeed it. Suppose that the 
statement holds when restricted to atoms in SCCs that precede Si. We now prove that 
it holds for atoms in Si. 
Since P is left-to-right modularly stratified there is a two-valued well-founded 
model M for the lower SCCs of P, and a maximal stratification A,,, At, . . . , A, of the 
atoms whose predicates are in the Si, by Lemma 8. 
Each clause in Si/M whose head is in Aj is of the form 
where p1 , . . . , pm, m 2 0 are negative literals in A0 v ... v A’- t or positive literals in 
A0 V ***v Aj. 
We proceed by induction on the stratification sets A,,, Ai, . . . , A,. That is, suppose 
the statement holds for atoms in SO, . . . , Si_r (outer hypothesis), and for atoms in 
A 0, . . . , Aj_ t (inner hypothesis). 
6For DATALOG programs, which we are principally interested in, n is finite. But the result continues to 
hold for arbitrary modularly stratified programs where n may be any ordinal. 
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We now show that for all atoms 4 in Aj, if magic-q E lfp(Fip) and 4 E dp(FiJ, 
then q E Ifp(F$,). Observe that if q E dp(FL,), then there is some integer k 
such that q E T,,(lfp(Fi,)) r k. Our innermost induction step is on k. Suppose 
that q is an atom that belongs to Aj, and that magic-q E ljp(FL,) and 
4 E Tw(lf~(F&)) t k + 1. 
There must be a rule in MP of the form 
4+- mwc-q,pl, . . . . Plfl 
such that for 1 6 1 < m, if pI is a positive atom then p1 E 7”P(lfp(F&P)) t k, or if pI is 
a negative literal 12, then r B. Ifp(F&). Furthermore, MP must also contain for each 
1 d 1 d m, the rule 
magic-p, + magic_q,pI, . . . . pi_ 1. 
As magic-q E Ifp(F&,), it follows that magic-p, E Ifp(FLp). If p1 is positive and hence 
in T,,(lfp(F&,)) 7 k, it follows from the induction hypothesis that p1 E Ifp(F&,). If 
p1 is a negative literal 1 I, then r 4 Ifp(F&,). There must be a rule R in P of the form 
q+lr,p2,..., m. P 
If the predicate of r is in Si, then q c 1 r is an element of the rule prefix program P2/M 
and so r cannot be in Aj. Therefore, the predicate of r must either occur in 
A 0 ,...) Aj-1, or in Se ,..., Si- i. In both cases, it follows from one or the other 
of the outer induction hypotheses that r $ dp(F&,). Note that this follows because 
we can rephrase the outer induction hypotheses as: for all atoms q in 
so u ..a USi~1UAoU...uAj_1 
Therefore magic-p2 E lfp(F&,). 
Continuing this line of reasoning, it follows that for 1 d 1 d m, if pf is a positive 
atom then p1 E lfp(Fi,), or if pi is a negative literal lr, then r # tlfP(Fi,). Hence 
4 E Ifp(J%,). 0 
As all modularly stratified programs and their magic sets transformations are two 
valued (at least with respect o the atoms relevant o the query), the completeness of 
the magic sets transformation for modularly stratified programs follows from the 
soundness of the magic sets transformation for all programs. 
Lemma 10. Let P be a left-to-right modulurly stratified program, let S be a complete 
left-to-right sip strategy, let Q be a query and MP = Magic(P,S,Q). Then 
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Proof. 
Ifp(F:) = dp(Fi) (since it has a two-valued well-founded model) 
~ti~(~,.) &V&,) (by Lemma 7) 
c I/~(Fz,,) &V&r) (by Lemma 9). 
From the definition of tM we have that A EBB --) A c MPB where M’ E M. Hence 
Ifp(G) Ck&,) &J (G). q 
Lemma 11. Let P be a left-to-right modularly stratijed program, let S be a complete 
left-to-right sip strategy, let Q be a query and MP = Magic(P, S, Q). Then 
tip(P&,) c I/p(F$,) gfptF:). 
Proof. Using the same reasoning as above 
ti(F&,) Elfp(Ft,) Ifp(P&) (by Lemma 9) 
c I/p(Ff,,) &J(G) (by Lemma 6) 
= c&V;). 
This completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 5. Let P be a left-to-right modularly stratified program, let S be a complete 
left-to-right sip strategy, let Q be a query and MP = Magic(P, S, Q). Then the well- 
founded models of MP and P agree on Q. 
Proof. Soundness follows from Theorem 3, while the completeness i  a direct conse- 
quence of Lemmas 10 and 11. 0 
5.4. Well-founded sips 
Finally, we consider the class of all programs. In general, these programs have 
a three-valued well-founded model. Example 2 illustrates that not all sips maintain 
query equivalence with respect to the well-founded model. We propose a sufficient 
condition on sips that maintain equivalences of the query with respect o well-founded 
models for arbitrary programs. 
Definition 15. A (nonground) literal Q is two-valued in a three-valued interpretation 
M if each ground instance of Q is either true of flase in M. 
A sip for R is well-founded if for each arc in the sip of the form 
{Q 1, ...vQm>- jx,....,x,lL, 
each Qi is either the head of R or is in an SCC lower than the SCC of the head of R and 
Qi is two-valued in WF. (Note that not all left-to-right sips are well-founded even for 
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programs with two-valued well-founded models.) A sip strategy S is well-founded if it 
chooses well founded sips for each rule in a program. 
Well-founded sips may seem difficult to use, but often a programmer will be aware 
of which predicates of his program are two valued; for example, when they are defined 
by a stratified subprogram - a syntactically recognizable condition. 
We can loosen the restrictions on well-founded sips, if the SCC of R is positive and 
each of the literals from lower SCCs appearing in the rules of the SCC of R are 
two-valued in the well-founded model. In this case any arbitrary sips will preserve the 
well-founded model, the result holding for the same reasons as Theorem 4. 
The importance of Qi being in an SCC lower than the head of R (even when the SCC 
of the head of R has a two-valued well-founded model) can be seen from Example 2. 
The importance of Qi (which is now in a lower SCC from the head of R) being 
two-valued in the well-founded model can be seen in the following example. 
Example 4. Consider the program P below (assuming the Herbrand Universe is {a}): 
p(a) +- q(a), 1 r(a). 
r(a). 
q(a) + 1 q(a). 
This has a (three-valued) well-foounded model {r(a),ip(a)}. Given the query p(a), if 
we choose complete left-to-right sips for the first rule, the magic transformed program 
MP is 
p(a) + magic-P(a), q(a),1 (4. 
r(a) + magic-r(a). 
q(a)+ magic-q(a),-Jq(u). 
magic-q(a) + magic-p(a). 
magic-r(a) 4- magic-p(a), q(a). 
magic-q(a) c magic-q(a). 
magic-p(a). 
This has a well-founded model {magic-p(a), magic-q(a)}, which does not agree with 
the well-founded model of P on the query. Even though q(a) is a lower SCC than p(a), 
the SCC with q(a) does not have two-valued well-founded model; this prevents us 
from establishing magic-r(a), and hence r(a), which is crucial in establishing lp(a). 
An example of well-founded sips is given below. 
Example 5. The sip, {p(X), t(X, Y, Z)} + iu)ip( Y), { t(X, Y, Z)> + ~~)lp(Z) is a well- 
founded sip for the first clause in Example 1, since no information is passed between 
the two recursive calls to p(). The resulting magic program for the query p(a) can be 
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seen to have the same well-founded model as the original program wrt the query. 
Intuitively, well-founded sips never cause an atom in a higher SCC (of the original 
program) to be determined before an atom in a lower SCC (of the original program) 
that it depends on. 
Example 6. Similarly if we change the sips for the program of Example 4 to place 
lr(a) before q(u), the resulting sips are well-founded and the magic program agrees 
with the original on the query. 
Lemma 12. Let P be a program, S be a well-founded sip strategy for P, Q, a query of 
a predicate in the topmost SCC of P and MP = Magic(P, S, Q). Suppose that for all 
predicates in SCCs of P not in the topmost SCC it is the case that for each literal a, if 
a E W: and magic-a E W&, then a E WC,. Then for any set of ground atoms F such 
that F z dp(F:) and dp(Fi,)r Ifp(FtpjF it is the case that FAF)E~~(F~,) lfp(F&,). 
Proof. First note that F,(F) c Ifp(F$) since F 1 ElfP(F$). We show that 
T,(F) t kr.,,~,,Efp(FL,) by induction on k. The base (k = 0) is clearly true. 
Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for k, and suppose magic-q E lfp(F&), and 
q E Tp(F) t k + 1. There must be a ground instance of a rule in P of the form 
4+ al, . . ..&.Pl, ..*, P* 
such that for every 1 < i < a, the predicate of ai belongs to a lower SCC and is 
two-valued with respect o W,*, and for every literal 1 in the body of the rule, if 1 is 
positive then 1 E T,(F) t k, and if 1 is a negative literal 11, then r $ F. The program 
MP will contain’ the ground instances of its rules of the form 
4+ maglc-q,al, . . ..as.pl, . . . . Pm 
magic-al c magic-q 
magic-a, t magic-q, al 
magic-a, t magic-q, aI, . . . . a,_ 1 
magzc-p, c magzc-q, al, . . . , a, 
magxz-p, c magu-q, al, . . . , a, 
. . . 
magic-p, c maglc_q,a,, . . . . a, 
We proceed by showing that for 1 < i < a, ai E W&, and for 1 < i Q m, pi E W&,. 
As magic-q E Ifp(F&,) it follows that magic-a, E Ifp(F&,). If aI is positive, then 
a, E T,(F)? k E F,(F) c Ifp(F$), and hence, by the preconditions, a, E Efp(F$). 
‘Again for simplicity we are assuming a left-to-right complete sip on the lower predicates. This is the most 
restrictive form of well-founded sip, the arguments made apply equally to other well-founded sips. 
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If al is a negative literal ir, then r # F and, by the preconditions, r 4 gfp(Fir). 
Therefore, al E W;t;r and magic-a2 E lfp(FL,). 
Continuing this line of reasoning, it follows that a,, . . . , a, are elements of W&r, and 
hence magic-PI, . . . . magic-p, are in lfp(F&). For each 1 < i < m, if pi is positive, 
then pi E T,(F) t k, and by the induction hypothesis it follows that pi E lfp(Fi,). If pi is 
a negative literal 1 I, then r +! F, and by the preconditions it follows that I $ dp(F&,). 
Therefore pi E W&r. 
As MP contains the rule instance q c magic-q, a,, . . . , a,, pl,. ..,p,,,, it follows that 
4 E !fp(Fi,). 0 
Lemma 13. Let P be a program, S be a well-founded sip strategy for P, Q be a query of 
the topmost SCC of P and MP = Magic(P, S, Q). Suppose that for all predicates in 
lower SCCs of P it is the case thatfor each literal a, ifa E W; and magic-a E W&r then 
aE W&r. Then for any set of ground atoms T such that T G lfp(Fi) and 
T~.,r:,Ifp(Fi,)) it is the case that ~(F~,)E~~(F~,)I~P(F~~)F~(T). 
Proof. Since dp(F&.) = F&fp(Fbr)), it follows that q E dp(F$) implies that 
there is some integer k such that q E T,,(lfp(F&,)) t k. We prove that 
T,r(Efp(F&,)) t k Lyp(F&,) F,(T). Clearly it is true for k = 0. 
Suppose that the induction hypothesis holds for k, and suppose magic-q E Ifp(Fi,) 
and q E T&fp(FL,)) t k + 1. The program MP must contain a ground instance of 
a rule of the form 
such that for every 1 $ i < a, the predicate of ai belongs to a lower SCC and is two 
valued with respect o W;, and for every literal 1 in the body of the rules, it 1 is positive 
then 1 E T,,(lfp(Fi,)) t k, and if 1 is a negative literal lr, then r $ Ifp(F&,). The 
program MP will also contain the rules 
magic-a, c magic-q 
magic-a, + magic_q,a, 
magic-a, e magic-q, aI, . . . ,a,_ 1 
magic_p,cmagic_q,a, ,..., a, 
magic-p, t magic-q,aI, . . . , a, 
. . . 
magic_p,cmagic_q,a, ,..., a, 
We proceed by showing that for 1 < i < a, either Ui is positive and in F,,(T), or Ui is 
a negative literal 1 r, and r 4 T, and for 1 < i < m, either pi is positive and in Fr( T), or 
pi is a negative literal 11, and r $ T. 
As magic-q E Ifp(FL,), it follows that magic-a, E lfp(F&,). 
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If al is positive, then al E TMp(lfp(F&,)) t k G dp(Fir). From the precondition 
that al +! dj(Fi) + al 4 dp(Fh,), it follows that a, E gjj@‘$,). As FP(T) 2 g&(Fi), it 
follows that a, E F,(T). We now need to show that mugic_u, E Ifp(FL,). As 
al E &(Fi), and a, is two-valued with respect o W:, it follows that a1 E Ifp(Fi), and 
so by the preconditions it follows that a, E @(FL,). Hence magic-a, is in Ifp(Fi,). 
If al is a negative literal lr, then r $ Ifp(Fi,), and by the precondition that 
r E lfp(Fs) + r E lfp(F&,), it follows that r # lfp(Fi). As T E lfp(F;), it follows that 
r $ T. Again we need to show that magic-a, E lfp(F,&,). As r $ lfp(Fg), and r is 
two-valued with respect o W;, it follows that r $ gfp(Fi,), and so by the precondi- 
tions it follows that, r .$ &p(Fkr). Hence magic-a2 is in Ifp(Fi,). 
Continuing this reasoning, it follows that for 1 < i < a, if ai is positive then 
Ui E lfp(F&,), and ai E F,(T). If ai is a negative literal lr, then r $ dp(F&,), and r 4 T. 
Therefore, for 1 & i < m, magic-pi E lfp(Fi,). If pi is positive then pi E T,,(lfp(F&,)) t k, 
and by the induction hypothesis pi E Fr(T). If pi is a negative literal 71, then 
r $ lfp(Fi,), and hence r 4 T. 
As P contains the rule instance 
it follows that q E F,(T). q 
Lemma 14. Let P be a program, S be a well-founded sip strategy for P, Q be a query of 
the topmost SCC of P and MP = Mugic(P, S, Q). Suppose that for all predicates in 
strictly lower SCCs of P it is the case that for each literal a, if a E W; and 
magic-u E WC, then a E W&.. Then 
8.W:) E r/poa,,lfp(F;,). 
Proof. We show by transfinite induction that for all a, F: t crclfpo:,)lfp(F$r). The 
base and limit cases are clearly true. 
Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for tx. As Fi t GI c Ifp(Fg), it follows 
from Lemma 13 that dp(F &,) E ~fp(r~,~Fr(F~ 7 4. As F,(Fi t Co 2 dp(F&J, it follows 
from Lemma 12 that Fr(Fr(Fi f a))~ I/po~,jIfp(F~p). Or equivalently, Fi r M + 
1 ~lfpo:.&~(F&J 0 
Lemma 15. Let P be a program, S be a well-founded sip strategy for P, Q be a query of 
the topmost SCC of P and MP = Magic(P, S, Q). Suppose that for all predicates in 
strictly lower SCCs of P it is the case that for each literal a, if a E W$ and 
magic-a E W&r then a E Wzr. Then 
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Proof. From Lemma 14 we have @I(FG)E I/~v&~P(F&~). Let T = Efp(F;). Then 
T satifies the conditions of Lemma 13, and hence ~~(F~p)~Ifp(FB,)Fp(lfp(F~)) = 
tiP(F3 0 
Theorem 6. Let P be a program, let S be a well-founded sip strategy and let Q be a query 
on P. Then the well-founded model of Magic (P, S, Q) and P agree on Q. 
Proof. Soundness is immediate by Theorem 3. Completeness follows by using 
the above lemmas and an induction argument on the level of the SCC of the 
query. 
Let the query, a literal a, be in an SCC which is not above any other SCC. Then 
magic-a E W,, r 0 and the other preconditions to the above lemmas strivially hold. 
Thus by the lemmas, a E Wtp if a E W$. 
For the induction step, for each lower SCC by the induction hypothesis, a E W$ 
and magic-a E W&, implies a E WL,. For the query q to this SCC, clearly 
magic_ W,, t 0 and thus by the above lemma q E Wgp if q E W$. 0 
6. Well-founded magic sets 
The previous examples illustrate that the fundamental problem with applying the 
magic sets transformation to nonstratified normal programs arises from the three- 
valued nature of the magic predicates that result. The previous sections illustrate cases 
when the magic predicates are guaranteed to be two-valued. In this section we present 
a new transformation based on magic sets and the doubled program technique that 
preserves the well-founded model with respect o the query regardless of the sips or 
classes of programs that are transformed. 
The intuition behind this transformation is to find a nontrivial two-valued magic 
set which is known to be large enough to cover all the facts of interest o answering the 
query. 
Definition 16. Let P be any program, let S be any sip strategy, let Q be any query and 
MP = Magic(P, S, Q). Let T and F be the two two-valued models, representing the 
definitely true and possibly true information, respectively, obtained when computing 
the well-founded model of the magic program MP using the doubled program 
approach. Let M be the magic data appearing in J? 
The well-founded magic sets rewriting, PM = WFMagic(P, S, Q), is given 
by the program PP consisting of the modified rules of P together with the magic 
facts M. 
We claim that the well-founded model of PM agrees with the well-founded model of 
P with respect o the query. We can of course compute the well-founded model of PM 
using the doubled program technique. 
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Example 7. Consider the program P from Example 4, the magic transformed 
program MP is: 
p(a)+ music-p(u),q(a),lr(a). 
r(u) c magic-r(a). 
q(u) + magic-q(u),iq(u). 
magic-q(u) c magic-p(u). 
magic-r(u) t magic-p(u), q(u). 
magic-p(u) c magic-q(u). 
magic-p(u). 
Every atom is possibly true as the well-founded model (magic-p(u), magic-q(u)} does 
not contain any negative literals. Hence M = {magic-p(u), magic-q(u), magic-r(u)} 
and PM is the program: 
p(a) + magic-M, qb), 1 r(a). 
r(u) c magic-r(u). 




The well-founded model of PM on the query is {magic-p(u), magic-q(u), magic-r(u), 
p(u),r(u)) agrees with P on the query. 
We first show that the program PM obtained using well-founded magic sets 
rewriting is sound with respect o the original program on the query. In essence the 
result holds because we have chosen a magic set that is large enough to ensure that all 
required calls are set up. 
Lemma 16. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query 
of P, MP = mugic(P, S, Q) and PM = WFMagic(P,S, Q). Zf F is a set of ground 
atoms such that the following property holds: dp(Fs)~~~(~;,,F then 
FPM(F)L~~~w,,#~NF:). 
Proof. We show, by induction on k, that if magic-q ~dp(F&) then 
q E T,,(F) r k + q E Ifp(Fi). The base case (k = 0) is clearly true. 
Say q E 7”JF) t k + 1 and magic-q E gfp(FL,). There must be a ground instance 
of a rule in PM (and MP) of the form 
4+-m@c-q,pl,...,p,, 
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where for each 1 < i < m, either pi is positive and pi E TPM(F) r k, or pi is a negative 
literal lr, and r I$ F. The magic program MP will contain the rule instances 
magic _ p 1 +- magic _ q 
magic-p, 4- magic-q, p1 
magic-p,+magic_q,pl ,..., pm_l 
and therefore magic-p, E dp(Fi,). If p1 is positive then p1 E TPM(F) t k, and by the 
induction hypothesis it follows that p1 E Ifp(Fg). IfpI is negative (say 1 I) then r $ F. 
As magic-p1 E &P(F&~), it follows from the preconditions, that r $ dp(Fg). Further- 
more, if p1 is positive then by Lemma 7 p1 E dp(F&,), and if p1 is a negative literal lr, 
then by Lemma 6 r $ Ifp(F&,). Hence it must be the case that magic-p, E &p(Fi,). 
Continuing this reasoning, it follows that pl, p2, . . . , pm are all elements of IV;. 
Therefore, q E (fp(Fs) since P contains the rule instance 
4’Pl,...r Ill. P 
This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 17. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query of P, 
MP = Magic(P, S, Q) and PM = WFMagic(P,S, Q). If T is a set of ground atoms 
such that the following property holds: T~~~(~~,,)lfp(F~) then gfp(Fi) 
E ylpv:,) FAT). 
Proof. Suppose magic-q E gfp(Fi,). From Lemma 2(d), q E afp(F:) implies that 
q E T,(lfp(Fi)) r k for some integer k. We show T,(lfp(Fg)) t kLtipCFL,)FPM(T) by 
induction on k. 
The base case (k = 0) is clearly true. If q E T,(lfp(Fi)) t k + 1, then there must be 
a ground instance of a rule in P of the form 
4+ 41, . ..rPm. 
where for all q < i < m, either pi is positive and pi E T,(lfp(Fs)) r k, or pi is a negative 
literal 1 r, and r $ Ifp(Fs). The program MP will contain the following rule instances 
magic-p, c magic-q 
magic-p2 c magic_q,pl 
magic-p, + magic-q,pl, . . . . pm_ 1 
Clearly magic-p, E gfp(Fip). If p1 is positive then p1 E T,(lfp(Fg)) r k G tlfP(Fz), 
hence by Lemma 7, p1 E dp(F&,) also from the induction hypothesis it follows that 
p1 E FPM(T). If p1 is the negative literal lr then r q! Ifp(Fg), and hence by the 
reconditions r 4 T. Also by Lemma 6 r $ Ifp(F&,). Thus clearly magic-p2 E dp(FLp). 
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Continuing this reasoning, it follows that for all 1 < i Q m, either pi is positive and 
in FPM(T), or pi is a negative literal -I r, such that Y $ T. Therefore, q E FPM(T) since 
PM contains the rule instance 
q+mwc-q,~,,..., Pm 
and magic-q E M = dp(F&). Cl 
Theorem 7 (Soundness). Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a 
query of P, MP = Magic (P, S, Q) and PM = WFMagic(P, S, Q). If q E W,*, and 
magic-q E dp(F&,) then q E W;. 
Proof. We show that F;M T a ~~~~~;,)Ifp(Fz) and gf~(Fs)_c~~~~;,~F& 1 a by induc- 
tion on c(. The base cases and limit cases are trivial. 
For the induction step we show that FiM ? (a + 1) E gfpCF;,jIfp(Fj?). By the induc- 
tion hypothesis and Lemma 17 (taking T = F& t a), it follows that 
gfp(Fi) E gfpCF;,jFpM(Fj?M t a). Then by Lemma 16 (taking F = F,,(FzPM t CC)) 
it follows that F& t (a + 1) c~~CF:,&~(F:). The case of c&P(F;) 
czslpcF;,,F&, 1 (a + 1) is similar. 17 
The completeness proof is almost identical to the soundness result but first 
we need the corresponding lemmas to Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 for the program 
PM. 
Lemma 18. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query of P, 
MP = Magic(P, S, Q) and PM = WFMagic(P, S, Q). Then (4 Ifp(F&) 
G ~lrp&Ifp(F&) and (b) ti~(F&)c ti~,~ti~(F&). 
Proof. The statement follows from the observation that W&, 2 WG,. This 
is clear since the magic facts on PM are, by construction, larger than MP, 
and the remaining rules are the same, hence by the monotonicity of W the result 
holds. 0 
Lemma 19. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query of P, 
MP = Magic(P, S, Q) and PM = WFMagicP, S, Q). If F is a set of ground atoms 
such that the following property holds: ti~(F;,) E s~~(F:,JF then F#‘) 
Proof. We show that 
(k = 0) is clearly true. 
Say 4 E T,(F) t k + 
q+p1,**.1 m, P 
T,(F) t k c gfw:p) P lf (FsM) by induction on k. The base case 
1. There must be a ground instance of a rule in P of the form 
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where for each 1 < i < M, either pi is positive and pi E T,(F) r k, or pi is a negative 
literal lr, and r 4 F. The magic program MP will contain the rule instances 
magic-p, t magic-q 
magic-p2 +- magic_q,p, 
magic_p,tmagic_q,p, ,..., pm_1 
and since magic-q E gjj~(FL,) therefore magic-p, E dp(F&). If pi is positive then 
p1 E T,(F) t k, and by the induction hypothesis it follows that p1 E Ifp(F&,). If p1 is 
negative (say lr) then r $ F. As magic-p1 E gfp(F&,), it follows from the precondi- 
tions that r 4 dp(Fs,). Furthermore, if p1 is positive then by Lemma 18(b) 
p1 E tip@&,), and if p1 is a negative literal lr, then r $ Ifp(Fi,) by Lemma 18(a). 
Hence it must be the case of that magic-p, E &p(Fh,). 
Continuing this reasoning, it follows that p1,p2, . . . ,pm are all elements of W;,. 
Therefore q E lfp(F&,) since PM contains the rule instance 
4+ magrc-q,pl, . . . . Pm. 
Lemma 20. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, be a query of P, 
MP = Magic(P, S, Q) and PM = WFMagic(P, S, Q). Zf T is a set of ground atoms such 
that thefollowing property holds: T~~~~~s,~lfp(F&) then ~P(F:,)~~~(~~,)F~(T). 
Proof. Suppose magic-q E dp(F&). From Lemma 2(d), q E SlfP(F&,) implies that 
q E T&(lfP(F&)) t k for some integer k. We show TP,&p(FgM)) t krdp,,,,;p,F,(T) 
by induction of k. 
The base case (k = 0) is clearly true. If q E T,,(lfp(Fg,)) T k + 1, then there must be 
a ground instance of a rule in PM of the form 
4 + magic-q,pi, . . ..P*. 
where for all 1 Q i < m, either pi is positive and pi E T’,(Efp(F&,)) t k, or pi is 
a negative literal 11, and r 4: Ifp(F&). The program MP will contain the following 
rule instances 
magic-p1 c magic-q 
magic-p, +- magic_q,pl 
magic-p,+ magic_q,p,, ...,P~_~ 
Clearly magic-p, E dp(Fh,). If p1 is positive then p1 E TpM(lfp(FzM)) t k -c 
SlfP(F&), hence by Lemma 18(b), p1 E dp(F&) also from the induction hypothesis it 
follows that p1 E F,(T). If p1 is the negative literal ir then r $ Ifp(F,&). Hence by 
Lemma 18(a)r $ vp(F&,). Thus clearly magic-p, E gfp(F&). Furthermore r 4 T by 
the precondition. 
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Continuing this reasoning, it follows that for all 1 < i < m, either pi is positive and 
in F,(T), or pi is a negative literal -rr, such that r $ T. Therefore, 4 E Fr(q since 
P contains the rule instance 
4’Pl, ..*,Pm. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 8 (Completeness). Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a 
query of P, MP = Magic(P,S, Q) and PM = WFMagic(P,S, Q). If q E WF and 
magic-q E dp(F&,) then q E W&. 
Proof. Similar to the proof for Theorem 7. q 
In particular for the query q because magic-q E Ifp(FL,) as a consequence of 
Theorems 7 and 8 the well-founded magic program PM is sound and complete with 
respect o the query. 
Theorem 9. Let P be a program, let S be any sip strategy, let Q be a query and 
PM = WFMagic(P, S, Q). Then the well-founded model of PM and P agree on Q. 
Clearly when the magic facts appearing in the well-founded model of MP, W:r, are 
two-valued the well-founded models of MP and PM are the same. This occurs because 
the two programs differ only with respect o the magic facts, and in this case the magic 
facts for PM are chosen to be the same as those in Wz,. This leads to the following 
interesting corollary. 
Corollary 1. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query of P and 
MP = Magic(P, S, Q). If the model M of the magic facts in W&, is two-valued, then the 
well-founded models of MP and P agree on Q. 
This result extends the results of the previous section to new programs that do not 
fall into any of the classes discussed there. For example, consider Example 1 with 
complete left-to-right sips for the query? p(a). The program is not modularly stratified 
and the sips are not well-founded, but the resulting magic program has a two-valued 
model of the magic facts, since all magic facts are true {magic-p(a), magic-p(b), 
magic-r(a)}, and the well-founded model of the magic program trivially agrees with 
the original program. In effect the proof of correctness for particular classes of 
program and sip strategy can be seen as proofs that for these classes the magic facts 
are two-valued in the well-founded model of the magic program. 
Examining the proofs of the above lemmas and theorems, it is easy to see that the 
only important property of M, the set of magic facts used in PM, is that it includes all 
the magic facts in tlfP(Fir). It is easy to show that the results continue to hold if M is 
an arbitrary set of the magic facts containing at least all those magic facts in gfjp(F&,). 
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Corollary 2. Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, Q be a query of P and 
MP = Magic(P, S, Q). If M is a set of magic facts equal to, or a super set of, the magic 
facts in dp(F &), then the well-founded models of M v PP and P agree on Q. 0 
The well-founded magic sets approach may seem expensive to compute because it 
in fact computes two well-founded models W& and W;,. This redundancy can be 
significantly reduced by making use of the following two points. Firstly, as we are only 
interested in the magic facts of MP, we only need to use rules for magic predicates and 
the predicates that the magic predicates depend on. In Example 7, the only nonmagic 
predicate that the magic predicates depend on is q, and so the rules of p and r can be 
discarded when computing M. Secondly, from the soundness of the magic set trans- 
formation for arbitrary sips (Theorem 3), it follows that any nonmagic literals in 
W&, are also in W$. Hence the computation of W;, can use the nonmagic atoms of 
Ifp(F&,) and gfp(Fk,) as a starting point in the computation. 
7. Other approaches to computing the well-founded semantics 
The well-founded semantics eems to be the natural semantics for normal pro- 
grams. It conservatively extends the usual semantics for positive and stratified pro- 
grams, and assigns a unique meaning to each program. An alternative semantics 
under consideration for deductive databases is the stable model semantics (see [ 111). 
It has the distinct disadvantage of assigning multiple (or perhaps no) meaning to 
a single program, and appears to be far more difficult to compute. 
The first approaches to computing the well-founded semantics arose from consider- 
ing the problem of stratified programs, whose semantics was well understood, and the 
effect of magic sets transformations that may make them unstratified. Clearly the 
magic sets transformation should give answers respecting the semantics of the original 
programs. The magic sets interpreter [4] and rule ordering [lo] approaches were 
designed to overcome this problem, and thus can be understood as computing the 
well-founded model of restricted classes of normal programs, whose resulting from the 
magic sets transformation of a stratified program. 
Ross [38] defined the class of modularly stratified programs and gave two evalu- 
ation methods, one for evaluating the well-founded model of a modularly stratified 
program, and another for evaluating the magic sets transformation of a left-to-right 
modularly stratified program. Recently Ramakrishnan et al. [36] defined a 
method for evaluating the magic sets transformation of a left-to-right modularly 
stratified program, that is in general more efficient that the technique of [38]. 
The method mixes tuple-at-a-time reasoning on magic facts with set-at-a-time compu- 
tation. It has some similarities to the magic sets interpreter approach which can also 
be applied to modularly stratified programs (although this has not been shown 
formally). 
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The original top-down derivation method for computing well-founded models [37] 
was not effective ven for DATALOG (i.e., function-free) programs. Recently methods 
for top-down computation of well-founded models that are effective for arbitrary 
DATALOG programs with negation have been presented. WELL! [12] extends the 
QSQR approach to computing the well-founded model of DATALOG programs, 
while XOLDTNF [14] and SLG 1151 extend the OLDT approach. 
In this paper, we presented a bottom-up evaluation method for computing well- 
founded models of arbitrary programs. Leone and Rullo [27] also defined a bottom- 
up evaluation method for computing well-founded models called the safe computation 
approach. It is effectively evaluable only for the class of connected DATALOG 
programs (as defined in [27]), and attempts to only compute relevant negative facts 
rather than all negative information. 
More recently Morishita [30] defined a special evaluation method based on the 
doubled program approach for evaluating magic sets transformed programs. The 
method, which is very similar to and is based upon the well-founded magic sets 
approach, uses the same principle of using the possible true magic facts, but does so 
earlier in the computation. It can be described as follows: first compute T, = 
F&HBYP), then compute U, = F,,,JTr) (this is the same as the well-founded magic 
sets approach). Let MUi be the magic facts in Ui. Compute Tk+ 1 = FPPvMuk(Uk) for 
k 2 1 and U,, I = FMP(Tk). 
The methods are not directly comparable because they use different sets of magic 
facts at different stages. Neither method is guaranteed to be better than the other. 
Morishita [30] gives an example (similar to that in Example 1) where the well- 
founded magic sets approach requires more computation than his approach. 
P(X)+-mw~c-P(X),t(X, y,z),lP(Y),lp(z). 
P(X) + magic-p(X), PO(X). 
magic-p(u). 
magic-p(Y) t magic-p(X), t(X, Y, Z). 
magic-p(Z) 4- magic-p(X), t(X, Y, Z),ip( Y). 
with EDB predicates defined by pO(c2) and t(u,u, bl), t(bl,cl, b2),..., t(bn,cn, bn + 1). 
In this case his approach terminates after 3 iterations while well-founded magic sets 
requires n. By modifying the EDB predicates to be pO(d) and t(u, b,c), t(c, d, el), 
t(ei,ezi,ezi+ 1) 1 $ i < n - 1 we ensure that Morishita’s approach performs approx- 
imately twice the amount of computation of the well-founded magic sets approach, by 
using too large a magic set in the computation of T3. 
However, Morishita’s approach is guaranteed to terminate after no more iterations 
that the well-founded magic sets approach, and finally calculates a magic set which is 
no bigger than dp(F&,) (although the sizes of the intermediate magic sets computed 
may be bigger than that computed by well-founded magic sets, as the above example 
illustrates). 
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We now illustrate the efficiency of evaluating the original program with that of the 
magic sets transformation of the program w.r.t. complete left-right sips. We compare 
the doubled program approach (DP) with the safe computation approach (SC) [27] 
and the magic sets interpreter (MSI). These approaches can all be implemented under 
the Aditi deductive database system [42] in developement at the University of 
Melbourne. Each of them was implemented using hand written code in Aditi-RL 
~ a language which supports relational operations as well as constructs for iteration 
and procedure calls. 
We are unable to compare directly with the other methods applicable to modularly 
stratified programs [12,14,15,36,38]. For the following program Morishita’s method 
[30] is identical to the doubled program approach because the magic facts are 
independent of the working and has-suspect-part relations. 
Our example program is the (modularly stratified) program (modified from an 
example in [38]) below. 
working(X) t tested(X). 
working(X) c sufficient_part(X, Y), working( Y). 
working(X) + part(X, Y),l has-suspect-part(X). 
has-suspect-part(X) c part(X, Y),l working (Y). 
The part () relation consists of a complete binary tree of height 11, with the left half 
of the leaf nodes in tested( ), and the su@cient_part() relation corresponds to the right 
branches in part() . Thus the entire left-hand side of the tree is working. The results 
were obtained using the Aditi deductive database system [42]. We compare the 
nonmagic sets evaluation with magic sets evaluation for queries (of the form work- 
ing(X), with X bound to a constant) at different depths down the tree. Table 1 gives 
the evaluation times (seconds of real time), and maximum space requirements (num- 
ber of tuples) - including space for old copies of relations, and the “deltas” used by the 
differential techniques. 
Explicitly computing and storing the complement of false facts may be thought to 
take up too much space. However, as this example shows, it can be a viable query 
Table 1 
Time and space comparisons for working() 
Method P MP 
Depth na 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
DP Time 84.9 88.9 48.0 24.7 17.5 12.8 10.3 8.3 6.3 4.6 2.9 1.2 
Space 6138 9208 4603 2296 1144 568 280 136 64 28 10 1 
SC Time 95.9 109.2 59.1 41.5 27.3 19.5 15.1 11.5 8.9 6.6 4.3 1.8 
Space 6904 9974 4982 4462 2222 1102 542 262 122 52 16 1 
MS1 Time na 2455.6 1204.5 501.3 245.2 119.5 58.9 29.3 14.2 6.7 2.7 0.8 
Space na 8697 4345 2041 1017 505 249 121 57 25 9 1 
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evaluation technique. This example also shows how effective the magic sets trans- 
formation can be in using the query to improve the efficiency of the computation. The 
exception occurs when a query is made at the top of the tree since this requires that the 
entire working() relation be computed, and hence computing the magic sets becomes 
an unnecessary overhead in time and space. 
8. Conclusions and future directions 
In this paper, we presented a bottom-up evaluation procedure for computing 
well-founded models of allowed programs. This procedure provides a practical 
method for handling programs that involve unstratified negation in a manner that 
may be mixed with other evaluation approaches. Although our approach is more 
efficient than naively applying Van Gelder’s alternating fixpoint operations, more 
research needs to be done to avoid repeated computations. 
In general, the desired answers to a query can change if we perform magic sets 
transformation on a program. Hence, we defined classes of programs and sips for 
which magic sets transformations preserve well-founded models wrt the query (and 
thus, the desired answer set remains unchanged). The classes of programs and sips we 
consider for magic sets transformations trictly subsume those already consider in the 
literature. For these programs and sips, our procedure is applicable to the magic 
programs, thus allowing increased efficiency by specializing a program for a query. As 
an off-shoot, we gave another solution to the problem of magic sets transformations 
that make a stratified program unstratified. 
The choice of sips is critical to preserving well-founded models. Using sips that are 
not well founded for general programs may fail to preserve the well-founded model. 
More research, however, is required to determine the most general classes of sips for 
which magic sets transformations preserve well-founded models. 
Finally we presented an extension of the doubled program approach that operates 
on the magic sets transformed program of arbitrary programs with arbitrary sips, and 
computes query answers with respect to the well-founded model of the original 
program. 
Other bottom-up evaluation methods capable of handling arbitrary programs with 
arbitrary sips are possible ([30] for example) and should be further investigated. 
Meanwhile top-down based memoing methods (such as [12, 14, 151) and bottom-up 
tuple at a time methods (e.g., [36]) blur the distinction between the operational 
paradigms. 
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